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Abstract
Rotation Transmission Device is designed for deep-sea equipment. It can be applied for different causes, such as ocean
soil sampling. The device is unique as it transfers hydrostatic energy into rotary motion in high ambient pressure
conditions. As the Rotation Transmission Device operates at high rotational speed, it is important to research its dynamics.
In present work a sequence of calculations of the device dynamics is shown. It is proven that the mechanism design
provides proper operation of the device.
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1. Introduction
The World Ocean research is one of the most promising, however, one of the most difficult problems of modern
science. The amount of data about its resources at the depth of more than 1500-2000 meters is extremely limited by now.
However, there is a great interest in deep-sea coring and sampling for various biological and geological studies about
exploring the World Ocean bottom [1], [2], [3]. Deep seas microorganisms and ecological system researches are also
among modern most topical spheres [4], [5], [6].
To explore and develop these depths special equipment for soil sampling needs designing. This equipment should also
be capable of coring hard rock. A perspective line in such kind of machinery is an application of hydrostatic energy. In
addition, there is a challenge to transmit rotary motion to an environment with high ambient pressure.
To solve the problem of deep sea coring, applying the hydrostatic energy of an ocean, the rotation transmission device
in high ambient hydrostatic pressure conditions (RTD) was designed. Its structural scheme and prototype were described
in articles [7] and [8]. However, dynamic characteristics were not described in these works.
The purpose of this article is to examine the RTD dynamics and to prove its operability at an operating speed range.
To achieve these goals forces and torques should be defined, motion expressions should be solved and its results should
be examined.
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2. Forces and torques
The RTD includes a gap seal, formed with the floating bushing, pressed to the front surface of the housing by the spherical
washer.

Fig. 1. Forces applied to the bushing
To get a full description of physical processes in this seal and to define its characteristics the following problems need
solving:
- a gap seal performance in a stationary mode analysis – to define static characteristics, such as locking fluid flow rate
and temperature, energy losses caused by friction, a hydrodynamic force;
- a non-stationary operating mode of the “shaft – floating bushing” system study. This part of work includes forced
oscillation research, determination of resonant frequencies etc.
The first problem was issued in works [1] and [2]. To solve the second question all forces and torques, applied to the
floating bushing, must be defined. The next step is to write an equations system of its motion and to solve it. In general
case, there are four groups of forces and torques that act on the floating bushing:
1. Forces and torques, caused by pressure in the lubricating layer.
2. Forces and torques caused by friction.
3. Reaction forces of the spherical washer.
4. Inertial forces and torques.
The force scheme is presented on picture 1. The list of forces, applied to the floating bushing:
• hydrodynamic force 𝐹̅ ;
• locking fluid pressure forces acting on the bushing side surface ̅̅̅
𝑃2 , ̅̅̅̅
𝑃3 ;
• pressure of the floating bushing frontal surface force 𝑃̅1 ;
• spherical washer reaction to a hydrodynamic forces impact ̅𝑅̅̅𝐹̅;
• spherical washer reaction to the frontal surface of the bushing pressure force ̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑃1 ;
̅
• gravity force 𝑃 .
To describe the process of the forces impact on the bushing, it is reasonable to assume that the hydrodynamic force is
applied to the center of the spherical surface С.
The forces ̅̅̅
𝑃2 , ̅̅̅
𝑃3 are balancing each other and can be neglected in further model.
The hydrodynamic force 𝐹̅ and the reaction ̅𝑅̅̅𝐹̅, which is equal to the friction force on the frontal surface of the housing
̅̅̅̅
𝐹тр , are combined into a resultant force 𝐹̅ − ̅𝑅̅̅𝐹̅; also a torque, aiming to rotate the floating bushing about the point 𝐴 −
𝑀опр. .
The pressure of the floating bushing frontal surface force generates the torque ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑀ст , which is balancing 𝑀опр. ‚ herewith
the force is balanced by the reactions 𝑅𝑃1 .Consequently, according to the presented force scheme, all the torques, applied
to the bushing, are mutually balanced. The only force acting on the floating bushing is the force, equal to the difference
of the hydrodynamic force and the reaction ̅𝑅̅̅𝐹̅, which is defined by the friction force between the frontal surface of the
housing and the spherical washer. Wherein the bushing is moving translational towards a direction of the force 𝐹̅ .
A tilt of the floating bushing on the shaft will cause a sealing gap pressure redistribution. This process will cause a
displacement of the hydrodynamic force application point relative to the center of the spherical surface, which leads to
adding up the torque ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑀ст. to the force pattern, tending to make the bushing coaxial with the shaft.
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̅тр.сф. . The floating bushing is also affected by
This process, in its turn, is reacted by the spherical surface friction torque 𝑀
a liquid friction torque, that is balanced by the spherical surface friction torque. The gravity force 𝑃̅ is applied to the
bushing center of mass. Its impact is similar to the hydrodynamic force impact, displaced relatively to the sphere center.
However, it can be neglected as its value order is several times lower than other forces orders.
As it follows from the performed analysis of torques and forces, a match of the spherical surface center and the
hydrodynamic force application point at the coaxial position of the shaft and the bushing axis is a preferred condition and
should be taken into consideration while designing.
3. Mathematical model and calculations
The first group of forces can be determined out of the pressure distribution of an operating liquid in the sealing gap
between the shaft and the floating bushing. The pressure distribution in the lubricating layer can be found by solving the
Reynolds equation [7]. A resultant hydrodynamic force can be calculated as:
Use the hidden table with two columns for alignment, as shown in example:
2𝜋𝑅в 𝑍0 +𝐿

𝐹𝑔𝑥1 = ∫

∫ 𝑃𝑥1 (𝑥, 𝑧)𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑧

0
𝑍0
2𝜋𝑅в 𝑍0 +𝐿

𝐹𝑔𝑦1 = ∫
{

0

(1)

∫ 𝑃𝑦1 (𝑥, 𝑧)𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑧
𝑍0

𝑥

𝑃𝑥1 (𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑧) ∙ sin( ) – a pressure force projection on the axis 𝑋1 (fixed coordinate system);
𝑅в

𝑋 – curvilinear coordinate, used for lubricating layer pressure calculations;
𝑥
𝑃𝑦1 (𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑧) ∙ cos( ) – a specific pressure force projection on the axis 𝑦1 (fixed coordinate system).
𝑅в

Expressions for torque components, which is caused by the uneven pressure distribution, can be defined as:
2𝜋𝑅в 𝑍0 +𝐿

𝑀𝑔𝑥1 = ∫

∫ 𝑃𝑦1 (𝑥, 𝑧) ∙ 𝑧 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑧

0
𝑍0
2𝜋𝑅в 𝑍0 +𝐿

𝑀𝑔𝑦1 = ∫
{

0

(2)

∫ 𝑃𝑥1 (𝑥, 𝑧) ∙ 𝑧 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑧
𝑍0

Friction forces and torques of the lubricating layer between the shaft and the bushing values can be found by applying
the Newton hypothesis and liquid velocities on the shaft surface values, which were calculated by the method, performed
in the work [7]. After all the external torques and forces have been determined, it is possible to obtain the floating bushing
motion expressions.
The floating bushing with the spherical washer has 5 freedom degrees and the following possible motions: three rotary
motions about the center of the spherical surface and two translator motions in directions, perpendicular to the shaft
rotation axis. However, as it follows from comparison of the liquid friction torque value between the shaft and the bushing
to the friction torque on the spherical surface, the liquid friction torque is two orders smaller than the other; therefore,
there is no bushing rotation about its axis. Let us introduce a coordinate system OXYZ, bound to the shaft with a reference
point at the center of the spherical surface of the bushing, and O2X2Y2Z2, bound to the bushing. Moments of inertia of the
floating bushing : 𝐽𝑥2𝑦2 = 𝐽𝑥2𝑧2 = 𝐽𝑦2𝑧2 = 0
The floating bushing tilt angle:
Ө = arctg√𝑡𝑔2 𝛼 + 𝑡𝑔2 𝛽

(3)

𝛼 and β are tilt angles relative to the X2 and Y2
The motion expressions system:
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𝑑𝜈𝑥
1
= (𝐹𝑔𝑥1 − 𝐹𝑥трΣ ) ∗
𝑑𝑡
𝑚вт
𝑑𝜈𝑦
1
= (𝐹𝑔𝑦1 − 𝐹𝑦трΣ ) ∗
𝑑𝑡
𝑚вт
𝑑𝑥
= 𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑦
= 𝑣𝑦
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝜔𝑥2
1
=
(𝑀 − 𝑀ж.т.х. − 𝑀т.сф.𝑥 )
𝑑𝑡
𝐽𝑥2 𝑔𝑥
𝑑𝜔𝑦2
1
=
(𝑀 − 𝑀ж.т.х. − 𝑀т.сф.𝑦 )
𝑑𝑡
𝐽𝑦2 𝑔𝑦
𝑑𝛼
= 𝜔𝑥2
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝛽
= 𝜔𝑦2
{
𝑑𝑡

(4)

v, ɷ – linear and angular velocities of the bushing. Fд, Мд, Fтр, Мж.т, Mт.сф. – driving force, driving torque, friction force,
liquid friction torque and bushing spherical surface friction torque. J – bushing moment of inertia.
The hydrodynamic force and torque abruptly change their values depending on coordinates and velocities of the solid
surfaces. The system of the motion equations is rigid. In common these facts make it rather difficult to solve and requires
significant time costs. A possible way of calculations is applying Gear method. A result is shown on Fig.2. The relative
eccentricity equals 0.125, the gap height is 40 micron, the shaft diameter is 30 mm and its rotation frequency equals 20
1/sec. As it can be found out of the graph, steady-state oscillations of the bushing start after 2 shaft revolutions, while the
bushing oscillations amplitude is smaller than the shaft oscillations amplitude, which means a proper operation of the
RTD. A condition, that restricts the bushing oscillations amplitude, is remaining the lubricating layer of 3 – 5 micron
height, therefore, the bushing oscillations amplitude cannot exceed the shaft oscillations amplitude for more than the gap
height between them.

Fig. 2. Floating bushing and shaft oscillations
4. Simplified calculations for RTD design
As to solve rigid systems of ordinary differential equations requires developing of special calculation methods, to
simplify the task it is reasonable to make a preliminary estimate of the bushing dynamic stability. The RTD structure can
be shown as an oscillatory system with one degree of freedom, oscillation theory methods can be applied, and to use a
linearization of the hydrodynamic forces as it is shown in [3]. Results of this preliminary calculations should be the answer
if it is worthwhile to do further steps. The natural frequency:
𝜔0 = √

k

(5)

m

k – the liquid layer stiffness coefficient. m – the bushing mass.
As it is shown in [9], the liquid layer stiffness coefficient of a cylindrical gap equals:
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k=

4Er𝑙

(6)

h0

E – the liquid bulk modulus; l – the gap length; r – the cylindrical surface radius; h0 – the gap height. As it is shown in
the expression (4), the stiffness coefficient value is mostly determined by the locking fluid bulk modulus E and the gap
height h0 . The bulk modulus value for mineral oils usually ranges from 1350 to 1750 MPa, while the gap height in the
RTD ranges from 0.01 to 0.04 mm. At these parameters the stiffness coefficient equals 1,75∙10II ÷6,8∙10II N/m.
Supposing the floating bushing mass to be about 1 kg, the required natural frequency ranges from 3200 to 8200 1/sec.
Resonant and near-resonant frequency ranges are dangerous for a proper operation. In machinery such ranges do not
exceed 200 1/sec. Consequently, the resonant range of the RTD is far from the performed range. This fact can also be
concluded from the presented calculations. The algorithm of calculations to evaluate the dynamic stability:
• to determine the RTD constructive characteristics;
• to apply expressions (5) and (6);
• if the natural frequency significantly exceeds the shaft maximal frequency, no more further calculations are needed;
• in the other case, the motion equation is solved by Gear method.
5. Conclusion
In present work, the dynamics of the RTD was researched. It was shown, that the device is able to work at the operating
speed range. To achieve these results the following steps were made:
• forces and torques, applied to the floating bushing, were analyzed;
• forces and torques caused by hydromechanics processes in the gap between the bushing and the shaft were examined;
• motion expressions for the floating bushing were obtained and calculated applying Gear method;
• the bushing and the shaft oscillations were compared and it was shown that the presented design of the RTD allows it
to operate at the speed range that is required for these types of machines;
• simplified technique to verify the RTD design for its dynamic characteristics was presented.
The next step is creating a full mathematical model of the Rotation Transmission Device. This model should describe
both statics and dynamics of the device. It has to be enough for design of a pilot sample. The step after is to calculate all
the parameters of the RTD using this full model. The RTD allows applying hydrostatic energy in deep-sea equipment.
An implementation of the RTD can cause a significant progress in deep-sea researches.
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